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ROVO SOLO 3800 with ring
    	Movement module in the base and under the seat (EB S2), 3D knitted fabric upholstery, black plastic base, powder-coated metal parts, black.    
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ROVO SOLO
    	Sitting, standing or moving. Equipped for all requirements.    
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ROVO SOLO 3850 with ring
    	Movement module under the seat, imitation leather carbon look, polished aluminium base, chrome finish ring    
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ROVO SOLO 3840 with saddle seat
    	Movement module under the seat and in the foot, saddle seat with fabric cover  or PU saddle seat (polyurethane)    
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ROVO SOLO 3810 (standing aid) with monopad
    	Movement module in the base and under the seat (EB S2), 3D knitted fabric upholstery, black plastic base, powder-coated metal parts, black.    
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ROVO SOLO 3810 (standing aid) with ring
    	Movement module in the base and under the seat (EB S2), 3D knitted fabric upholstery, black plastic base, powder-coated metal parts, black.    
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ROVO SOLO


Sit. Stand. Move.

To quickly take a seat or to stand together for a short time. The sitstand ROVO SOLO really brings new life into the workplace – at small meetings, creative team meetings, during a quick exchange of ideas with colleagues. The core of this health-promoting seating concept is the ERGO BALANCE technology, which is integrated both in the base and under the seat. ROVO SOLO compresses smoothly and encourages to a variety of movements. more


It provides a secure hold and a good sitting feeling in every position, because the further you move to the side, the stronger will be the counter-pressure of the ERGO BALANCE technique. Equipped with the continuous gas spring height adjustment, ROVO SOLO can be perfectly adjusted to almost all body sizes. ROVO SOLO has been honored with the GOOD DESIGN AWARD by the Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design.








Design:
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Model variants


Sitting, standing or moving.
Ready for all requirements.
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Model 3800
    	with ring    
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Model 3810
    	(standing aid) with monopad    
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Model 3840
    	with saddle seat    
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Model 3850
    	with base and castors    














Equipment


Movement unit with seat cushion and ring. Model 3800 adjustment range up to 68 cm seat height / model 3810 adjustment range up to 85 cm seat height. Movement module in the base (EB S1) or in the base and under the seat (EB S2). Removable upholstery in 3 D knitted fabric or leather imitation. Metal parts: seat support, ring, monopad holder, cone support at the base, powder coated black or white. Plastic base black.





Further options  




	Short gas spring (42 - 54 cm)
	Aluminium base polished
	Brake castors
	PU saddle seat (polyurethane foam) for model 3840
	Comfort seat cushion for model 3800/3810






















Downloads



Flyers and brochures  




	
ROVO SOLO (EN) (6.6 MiB)

	
ROVO SOLO (NL) (1,016.1 KiB)












Instructions for use  




	
ROVO SOLO (697.2 KiB)












Test reports  




	
FACTS - Test - ROVO SOLO (728.9 KiB)












Awards  
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ROVO SOLO with ERGO BALANCE technique in a video


Back-active with ERGO BALANCE
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Cookie and data protection information

This website uses cookies to enable certain functions and to improve the website.
        




Essential

Show details
Hide details


We only use technically necessary cookies that are required to operate the homepage. For further information about the cookies used, please refer to the following description:
                                                    

Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request forgery attacks.
                                                                    
Storage duration: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.







PHP SESSION ID
Saves the current PHP session.
                                                                    
Storage duration: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.







Remember me
Saves the login status of a user.
                                                                    
Storage duration: infinite, until the cache is cleared
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